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Abstract. This paper presents a multimodal system capable to understand and
correct in real-time the movements of Tai-Chi students through the integration
of audio-visual-tactile technologies. This platform acts like a virtual teacher that
transfers the knowledge of five Tai-Chi movements using feed-back stimuli to
compensate the errors committed by a user during the performance of the
gesture. The fundamental components of this multimodal interface are the
gesture recognition system (using k-means clustering, Probabilistic Neural
Networks (PNN) and Finite State Machines (FSM)) and the real-time descriptor
of motion which is used to compute and qualify the actual movements
performed by the student respect to the movements performed by the master,
obtaining several feedbacks and compensating this movement in real-time
varying audio-visual-tactile parameters of different devices. The experiments
of this multimodal platform have confirmed that the quality of the movements
performed by the students is improved significantly.
Keywords: Multimodal Interfaces, real-time 3D time-independent gesture
recognition, real-time descriptor, vibrotactile feedback, audio-position
feedback, Virtual Realty and Skills transfer.

1 Introduction
The learning process is one of the most important qualities of the human being. This
quality gives us the capacity to memorize different kind of information and behaviors
that help us to analyze and survive in our environment. Approaches to model learning
have interested researches since long time, resulting in such a way in a considerable
number of underlying representative theories.
One possible classification of learning distinguishes two major areas: Nonassociative learning like habituation and sensitization, and the associative learning
like the operant conditioning (reinforcement, punish and extinction), classical
conditioning (Pavlov Experiment), the observational learning or imitation (based on
the repetition of a observed process) [1], play (the perfect way where a human being
can practice and improve different situations and actions in a secure environment) [2],
and the multimodal learning (dual coding theory) [3].
Undoubtedly, the imitation process has demonstrated a natural instinct action for
the acquisition of knowledge that follows the learning process mentioned before. One
example of multimodal interfaces using learning by imitation in Tai-chi has been

applied by
b the Carnegie Mellon University in
i a Tai-Chii trainer plattform [4],
demonstrrating how thrrough the usee of technolog
gy and imitatioon the learninng process
is accelerrated.
The huuman being haas a natural parallel multim
modal communnication and iinteraction
perceivedd by our senses like visionn, hearing, tou
uch, smell andd taste. For thhis reason,
the conceept of Human--Machine Inteeraction HMI is important because
b
the caapabilities
of the human
h
users can be extennded and thee process off learning thrrough the
integratioon of differennt senses is acccelerated [5] [6] [7]. Norrmally, any syystem that
pretends to have a norrmal interactioon must be as natural as poossible [8] [9]..However,
one of thhe biggest prroblems in thhe HMI is to
o reach the trransparency dduring the
Human-M
Machine technnology integraation.

Fig. 1. Multimodal
M
Platform set up, A)) 3D sound, B) Kinematics Body C) Vibrotactile device
(SH
HAKE) D) Vicoon System E) Virtual
V
Environm
ment

m
innterface should
d present inforrmation that aanswers to
In suchh a way, the multimodal
the “whyy, when and how” expecttations of thee user. For natural reasons exists a
rather than unnimodally.
remarkabble preference for the humaan to interact multimodally
m
This prefference is acquuired dependiing of the degree of flexibillity, expressivveness and
control that
t
the user feels when these multim
modal platform
ms are perfoormed [9].
Normallyy, like in reaal life, a user can obtain diverse infoormation obseerving the
environm
ment. Thereforre, the Virtuaal Reality environment (V
VR) concept should be
applied inn order to carrry out a good Human-Mach
hine Interactioon. Moreover, the motor
learning skills
s
of a perrson is improvved when diveerse visual feeedback inform
mation and
correctionn is applied [110].
For innstance the taactile sensatioon, produced on the skin, is sensitivee to many
qualities of touch. Lieberman andd Breazeal [11] carried out,
o
for first time, an
experimeent in real tim
me with a vibrotactile feed
dback to comppensate the m
movements
and accelerate the hum
man motion learning.
l
The results demoonstrate how tthe tactile
feedback induces a verry significant change
c
in the performance of the user. Inn the same
line of research Boolm
mfield perform
med a Virtual Training
T
via Vibrotactile
V
Arrrays[12].

Anothher importantt perception variable
v
is th
he sound beccause this varriable can
extend the
t
human perception
p
inn Virtual En
nvironments. The modifiication of
parameters like shape, tone and voluume in the sou
und perceivedd by the humann ear [13],
is a goodd approach in the generatioon of the desccription and feedback
fe
inforrmation in
the humaan motion.
Althouugh a great grrade of transparency and peerception capaabilities are trransmitted
in a multiimodal platforrm, the intelliigence of the system
s
is, unqquestionably, one of the
key parts in the Humann-Machine intteraction and the transfer off a skill. Becaause of the
integratioon, recognitionn and classificcation in real--time of diverrse technologiies are not
easy taskks, a robust gesture
g
recoggnition system
m is necessaryy in order too obtain a
system caapable to undeerstand and classify what a user is doing and pretendinng to do.

Fig. 2. Architecture
A
of the
t Multimodal Tai Chi Platforrm System

2

Sysstem Impleementation

This papeer presents a multimodal innterface that teaches
t
to novel students, five basic
tai chi movements.
m
E
Each
movemennt is indentifiied and analyzzed in real tim
me by the
gesture reecognition sysstem. The gesstures perform
med by the useers are subdivvided in nstates (tim
me-independeent) and evaluuated step-by
y-step in real time by the descriptor
system. Finally, the descriptor exxecutes audio
o-visual-tactilee feed-back stimuli in

order to correct the user’s movements. Fig. 1 presents the interface that is composed
by: The hardware and software of the 3D tracking optical system (VICON), the
gesture recognition system and the description of motion (both running in Matlab
Simulink), a graphical scenario developed in XVR, a 3D sound system and the
wireless vibrotactile devices (SHAKE). The general architecture of the multimodal
platform is shown in Fig. 2.
2.1 Data acquisition
The motion of the Tai-Chi student was tracked with the VICON system. This system
is an optical device which provides millimeter accuracy in the 3D space through the
use of passive reflective markers attached to the body at 300Hz of sampling
frequency. Sometimes, due to the markers obstructions in the human motion, the data
information is lost. For this reason, the “cleaning algorithm” described in [14], was
implemented. An inverse kinematics of fourteenth DOFs represented by the upper
part of the body is computed. A calibration process is completely required in order to
identify the actual position of the markers and adjust the kinematics model to the new
values. Therefore, a fast (1ms) autocalibration process was designed in order to
obtain the initial position of the markers of a person placed in a military position
called “stand at attention”. The algorithm checks the dimension of his/her arms and
the position of the markers. The angles are computed and finally this information is
compared with to the ideal values in order to compensate and normalize the whole
system.

Fig. 3. PNN architecture used to estimate the most similar gesture’s state from the current
user’s body position

2.2 Real-Time Gesture Recognition Process
In order to recognize the gesture performed by the user, a state space model approach
was selected [15][16]. Normally, the principal problem to model a gesture in the state
based approach, is the characterization of the optimal number of states and the
establishment of their boundaries. For each gesture, the training data is obtained
concatening the data of five demonstrations. A dynamic k-means clustering on the

training data defines the number of states and their spatial parameters of the gesture
without temporal information [17]. This information from the segmented data is then
added to the states and finally the spatial information is updated. This produces the
state sequence that represents the gesture. The analysis and recognition of this
sequence is performed using a simple Finite State Machine (FSM) [18], instead of use
complex transitions conditions which depend only of the correct sequence of states
for the gesture to be recognized and eventually of time restrictions i.e., minimum and
maximum time permitted in a given state.
The novel idea is to use for each gesture a PNN to evaluate which is the nearest
state (centroid in the configuration state) to the current input vector that represents the
user’s body position. The input layer has the same number of neurons as the input
vector and the second layer has the same quantity of hidden neurons as states have the
gesture. In our architecture (Fig. 3), each class node is connected just to one hidden
neuron and the number of states (where the gesture is described) defines the quantity
of class nodes. Finally, in the last layer, the class (state) with the highest summed
activation is computed. A number of 12 variables were used in our configuration
space: There are 2 distances between hands and 2 between elbows. 2 Vectors created
from the XYZ position from the hands to the chest and 2 Vectors created from the
XYZ positions from the elbows to the chest.
2.3 Real-Time Descriptor Process
The comparison and qualification in real-time of the movements performed by the
user is computed by the descriptor system. In other words, the descriptor analyzes the
differences between the movements executed by the expert and the movement
executed by the student, obtaining the error values and generating the feedback
stimuli to correct the movement of the user. Each pattern movement is characterized
for a sequence of states which is formed by 18 variables and performs the comparison
of the following information: 12 Angles: Elbows(2), Wrists(4) and Shoulders(6), 2
Distances: Distance between hands(1) and elbows(1) and 4 Positional vectors: 2
vectors created from the XYZ position of the hands to the chest and 2 Vectors created
from the XYZ positions of the elbows to the chest. Each state or subgesture is
recognized in real time by the gesture recognition system during the performance of
the movement. Using the classic feed-back control loop during the experiments was
observed that the user feels a delay in the corrections. For that reason, a feed-forward
strategy was selected to compensate this perception. In this methodology when a user
arrives at one state of the gesture, the descriptor system creates n-substates and carries
out an interpolation process to compare the actual values with respect to the values in
the sub-state (n+1) of the pattern value, creating a feed-forward loop which estimates
in advance the next correction values of the movement. The error is computed by:
1

(1)

Where θerror is the difference between the pattern and the user, P is the pattern value,
U is the user value, Fu is the normalize factor and n is the actual state.

Fig. 4. VR environmeent , A) Initial Screen,
S
5 avatarrs performing Tai-Chi
T
movemeents, B)
u
C) Distancce of the
Traininng session, two avatars, one is the master and second is the user.
Hands, D)
D Right Hand Position.

2.4 Virttual Reality Platform
P
The virtuual environmeent platform which
w
providees the visual information
i
too the user
was proggrammed in XVR.
X
There are
a 3 differentt sequences innvolved in thiis scenery.
The first one is the innitial screen that
t
shows 5 avatars execuuting differennt Tai Chi
movemennts. When a user
u
tries to imitate one movement,
m
the system recoggnizes the
movemennt through thee gesture recoognition algo
orithm and paasses the conttrol to the
second sttage called “ttraining sessioon”. In this part,
p
the system
m visualizes 2 avatars,
one repreesents the masster and the other
o
one is th
he user. Becauuse learning sstrategy is
based on the imitation process, the master
m
perform
ms the movem
ment one step fforward to
the user. The teacher avatar remainns in the statee(n+1) until the
t user has rreached or
performed the actual sttate(n). With this
t strategy th
he master gives the future m
movement
to the useer and the useer tries to reach him. Moreeover, the grapphics displayss a virtual
energy liine between the
t hands of the user. Th
he intensity of this line is changing
proportioonally dependiing on the errror produced by
b the distancce between thee hands of
the studeent. When a certain
c
numbeer of repetitio
ons has been performed, thhe system
finishes the training stage and displays
d
a rep
play section which show
ws all the
movemennts performed by the sttudent and the statisticaal informationn of the
movemennt’s performannce. Fig. 4 (A)(B) shows th
he virtual Tai-C
Chi environm
ment.
2.5 Vibrrotactile Feed
dback System
m
The SHA
AKE device was
w used to obtain
o
wirelesss feedback vibrotactile
v
stiimulation.
This deviice contains a small motorr that producees vibrations at
a different freequencies.
In this prrocess, the deescriptor obtaains the inforrmation of thee distance between the
hands, aft
fter this, the daata is compareed with the paattern and finaally sends a prooportional

value of the error. Thhe SHAKE vaaries proportio
onally the inttensity of thee vibration
accordingg to error valuue produced by
b the descrip
ptor (1 Hz – 500 Hz). This constraint
feedback is easy to understand
u
foor the users when
w
the arm
ms have reachhed a bad
position and
a need to be
b corrected. Fig. 4 (C) sh
hows the ideaal distance beetween the
hands (grreen), the disttance betweenn the hands performed
p
by the user (bluee) and the
feed-backk correction (rred).

Fig. 5. Thhe 5 Tai-Chi Movements
M

2.6 Aud
dio Feedback System
The posiition of the arms
a
in the X-Y
X plane is analyzed by the descriptoor and the
difference in position between the pattern
p
and th
he actual movvement in eacch state of
the moveement is compputed. A com
mmercial Creaative SBS 5.1 audio system
m was used
to render the sound thrrough 5 speakkers (2 Left, 2 Right, 1 Froontal) and 1 Suubwoofer.
In this pllatform was selected a backkground soft--repetitive souund with a cerrtain level
of volum
me. The sound strategy perfforms two majjor actions (vvolume and pitch) when
the positiion of the hannds exceeds thhe position off the pattern inn one or both axes. The
first one increases, prroportionally to the error, the volume of the speakeers in the
corresponnding axis-side (Left-Cennter-Right) where
w
is founnd the deviaation and
decreasess the volume proportionallyy in the rest of
o the speakerrs. The seconnd strategy
varies prooportionally the
t pitch of thhe sound (100
0-10KHz) in the
t corresponding axisside wheere was foundd the deviatioon. Finally, the user throough the pitchh and the
volume can
c obtain information whhich indicatess where is loccated the erroor and its
intensity in the space.

3. Exp
perimentall Results
The expeeriments were performed caapturing the movements
m
of 5 Tai-Chi gesttures (Fig.
5) from 5 different suubjects. The tests were dived
d
in 5 secctions where the users
performed 10 repetitioons of the eacch one of the 5 movement performed. In the first
section was
w avoid the use of technology and thee users perforrms the moveement in a
traditionaal way, only observing
o
a viideo of a proffessor perform
ming one simpple tai-chi
movemennt. The total avverage error TAVG
T
is calcu
ulated in the following
f
wayy :

(2)
Where Ns is the total number
n
of subbjects, n is thee total numberr of states in thhe gesture
and θ is thhe error betweeen the teacheer movement and
a the studennt.
Fig. 6 (A
A) shows the ideal
i
movemeents (Master Movements)
M
o the gesture number 1
of
and (B) represents
r
thee TAVG of the
t gesture 1 executed by the 5 subjectts without
feedback. The TAVG
G value the 5 subjects witthout feedbacck was around 34.79%
respect too the ideal movement.

Fig. 6. Variables
V
of Geesture 1, A) Patttern Movemen
nt, B) Movemennt without feedbback, C)
Moveement with Vissual feedback annd D) Signals with
w Audio-Visuual-Tactile feeddback.

In thee second stagge of the expperiments, thee Virtual Reaality Environm
ment was
activated. The TAVG value for thee average of the
t 5 subjects in the visuall feedback
system presented in Fig.
F 6(C) was around 23.13
3%. In the thhird section thhe VisualTactile syystem was acttivated and thhe TAVG valu
ue was aroundd 15.70% resppect to the
ideal gestture. In the next
n
stage of the
t experimen
nts, the visuall- 3D audio syystem was
performed and the TAV
VG value for the 5 subjectss in the audio--visual feedbaack system
was arouund 16.36% respect
r
to the ideal gestu
ure. The finall stage consists in the
integratioon of the audiio, vibrotactile and visual systems. The total mean eerror value
for the average
a
of the 5 subjects in the audio--visual-tactilee feedback syystem was
around 13.38% respecct to the ideall gesture. Fig
g. 6 (D) show
ws the results using the

whole integration of the technologies. Finally, Fig. 7 presents an interesting graph
where the results of the four experiments are indicated. In one hand, as it was
expected, the visual feedback presented the major error. In the other hand the
integration of audio-visual-vibrotactile feedback has produced a significant reduction
of the error of the users.
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4. Conclusions
A novel methodology of a real-time gesture recognition and descriptor used in a
multimodal platform with audio-visual-tactile feedback system was presented in this
paper. The aim to obtain a robust gesture recognition system capable to recognize 5
complex gestures and divide them in different subgestures was fulfilled. Moreover,
the function of the real-time descriptor offers the possibility to analyze and evaluate,
in a separate and integrate way, the behavior of movements from the different
variables related to the feed-back system (audio, vision and tact). The results of the
experiments have shown that although the process of learning by imitation is really
important, there is a remarkable improvement when the users perform the movements
using the combination of diverse multimodal feedbacks systems.

5. Future Work
Once the multimodal platform has demonstrated the feasibility to perform the
experiments related to the transfer of a skill in real-time, the next step will be focused
in the implementation of a skill methodology which consists, in a brief description,
into acquire the data from different experts, analyze their styles and the descriptions
of the most relevant data performed in the movement and, through this information,

select a certain lessons and exercises which can help the user to improve his/her
movements. Finally it will be monitored these strategies in order to measure the
progress of the user and evaluate the training. These information and strategies will
help us to understand in detail the final effects and repercussions that produces each
multimodal variable in the process of learning.
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